POSITEK RFID’S TEXTILETRACK SOFTWARE

- Complete control of your textiles reduces merchandise costs
- Data for production decisions and counts can be made available at all work areas, reducing production costs associated with your garment or linen program
- Low start up costs provided by web-based application
- Textile-specific RFID tags and reading stations
- Desktop and handheld solutions
- Email customers receipts
Positek RFID has been servicing the RFID needs of the textile maintenance industry since 1999. Our company’s commitment to textiles means that you get a solution built specifically for the textile tracking needs of your business.

TextileTrack was built for an unmet need in the market—companies whose core business software did not provide for textile asset tracking with RFID. Textile Track also has unique capabilities allowing for key production decisions to be made directly on the plant floor.

It was built using the latest technologies and security. TextileTrack’s database is hosted by Microsoft Azure, eliminating heavy start-up costs associated with servers at multiple locations. All of the set up for you company is done by Positek RFID on the server, and new users and stations are added easily.

The local user interface (kiosk) installs on Windows 10. Handheld functionality is delivered via Android in an online or disconnected mode. Reporting is delivered via the web.